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MUSIC VOCABULARY TERM

 

la – Choral music without instrumental accompaniment 

do – (accel.) Gradually increasing in speed 

Slowly, leisurely 

o – Gradually slower, louder and broader 

 – Light and cheerful, faster than moderato, slower than allegro 

 Lively, brisk, rapid 

– In a moderately slow time, flowing easily and gracefully 

– With life and animation 

st – person who opposes, fights or competes with another opponent or rival 

 – hole or opening in an instrument 

 be played with the bow 

olo song (in an opera) expressing a character’s feelings 

Period – This time period lasted from the 1600 – 1750.  The main elements of this 
d were complexity and ornamentation.  The music seemed to curl and twist with 
detail.  Two main musical forms appeared in this time period orchestral music and 
me of the greatest composers of this time period were Handel, Bach, Vivaldi, 
di, and Purcell. 

 shaped flared opening at the end of a brass or woodwind instrument 

930s) style of music originating in the Mississippi Delta region, features guitar, 
und, use of blue notes and introduction of the singer 

oogie – (1920s) used primarily piano, repeating pattern in bass line (left hand) with 
d choral melody in treble (right hand), dance oriented 

sical – A type of musical in which the characters act out the plot which leads to a 
ome.  Book musicals can be either Musical Comedies (meaning the story line is 
 and light) or Musical Plays (where the story is more humorous in nature). 

row stick with a piece of horse-hair stretched from on end to the other 

gor, life, spirit 



Chicago Blues -  ‘urban’ or ‘city’ blues, referred to as “blues electrified,” used drum set, 
electric bass, electric guitar, harmonica, and sometimes horns 

Chorus – song and/or dance routine for a large number of performers, in a musical this is 
called a production number  

Classic Blues – mix of jazz and blues, female vocals, popular in first two decades of 20th 
century 

Classical Period – This time period lasted from 1750 – 1820.  The main elements of this 
time period were balance and clarity of structure. The music of this time period was written 
to appeal to all listeners the music written had to stay within the boundaries of social 
etiquette and it had to be predictable.   Some of the greatest composers of this time period 
were Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. 

Col Legno – Tapping a stringed instrument with the wooden part of the bow 

Concept Musical – A type of musical that emphasizes an idea or concept rather than a 
specific series of events.  There may be a story line connected to the action, but the emphasis 
is on how the entertainment is told to the audience. 

Crescendo – (cresc.) A gradual increase in volume 

Da Capo – (D.C.) Repeat from the beginning 

Dal Segno – (D.S.) Repeat from the sign 

Decrescendo – (decresc.) Gradually decreasing in volume 

Diminuendo – (dim.) Gradually softer 

Dixieland – (1890s) syncopation, improvised totally, usually 
5 or 6 players, one person per part 

Dolce – Sweetly, delicately 

Dynamics – volume at which you perform music 

Espressivo – With expression 

Fermata – hold until the conductor cuts you off 

Fine – The end 

Flat – lowers a note ½ step 

Folk music – music native to a specific area, songs about common people, tells a story, 
variety of subject matter  



Forte – (f) Loud, strong 

Forte-piano – (fp) Accent strongly, diminishing immediately to piano 

Fortissimo – (ff) Very loud 

Fortzando – (fz) Intensity on one note, attack 

Foster, Stephen – first American songwriter 

Fuoco – Fiery, with passion 

Gershwin, George – Contemporary American composer who combined jazz and classical 
elements in his music 

Grandioso – Grand, stately, noble 

Grave – Very slowly, solemn 

Grazioso – In a graceful manner 

Improvisation – music being played/sung is made up on the spot, not practiced or written 
down 

Incidental Music- The music in a play/musical/opera that underscores the action; the 
characters are not aware of it. (background music) 

Jazz – style of music that originated in New Orleans, improvised out of spirituals 

Joplin, Scott – Ragtime composer 

Jump Blues – another name for rhythm & blues, led directly to rock ‘n’ roll, result of swing 
orchestras decreasing in size post-Depression, combos of vocals, guitars, upright bass, drum 
set, and sometimes horns  

Keys – artificial metal fingers created to help musicians 
completely cover the holes in their instruments 

Larghetto – Slowly, similar to andantino 

Largo – Broadly and slowly 

Ledger Lines – small lines that are used when the notes are above or below the staff 

Legato – Smoothly, evenly 

Lento – Slow, between andante and largo 

Libretto – the script of an opera or musical 



Maestoso – Majestic, stately, dignified 

Ma Non Troppo – But not too much 

Marcato – (marc.) Marked, accented, slightly separated 

Meno Mosso – Less motion, slower 

Mezzo Forte – (mf) Medium loud 

Mezzo Piano – (mp) Medium soft 

Minstrel Shows – also called ‘blackface,’ form of entertainment in which white performers 
blackened their faces with burnt cork or coal and did song and dance numbers mocking 
African-Americans, first acceptance of African-American music by white American society 

Moderato – Moderately, medium speed 

Modern Jazz – (1960s/70s) improvisation of single lead players, loud screaming brass, 
accented or punched rhythms 

Molto – Much, very 

Movie Musical – A film version of either an existing Broadway musical or a new musical 
written especially for the screen taking advantage of all the special capabilities of film. 

Musical – written for stage, it consists of a story, 
spoken in dialogue form, with songs, dances, 
choruses, and incidental music.  Musicals are the 
unique contribution of the US to the world of 
theater. 

Mute – something that is put into the bell of an 
instrument to change the volume of the i
or create an interesting effect 

nstrument 

New Orleans Blues – syncopation, rhythmic accompaniment borrowed from Caribbean 

Opera – A play set to music, a musical drama in which all of the dialogue is sung.  
Combines the excitement of drama and the power of music. 

Ostinato – melodic or rhythmic figure that is persistently repeated throughout a musical 
composition or section 

Overture – The instrumental introduction of a musical or opera that sets the mood and 
allows us to hear some of the shows main melodies.  

Peasante – Heavy, ponderous 



Pianissimo – (pp) Extremely soft 

Piano – (p) Soft 

Piu – More 

Pitch – the highness or lowness of a note; determined by the rate of vibration 

Pizzicato – (pizz.) Plucking a stringed instrument with the fingers, rather than with the bow 

Poco a poco – Little by little 

Presissimo – As quickly as possible 

Presto – Quickly, faster than allegro 

Production number – In a musical, a song/dance performed by a large group of people. 

Protagonist – One who takes the leading part in a drama, the leader of the cause 

Quasi – Similar to, in the style of 

Ragtime – (1890s) shares elements with jazz music, NOT improvised, primarily piano music 

Rallentando – (rall.) Gradually slower 

Range – the notes from lowest to highest that an instrument can play 

Recitative – dialogue that is sung rather than spoken 

Reed – a vibrating strip of cane or wood that is found on woodwind instruments 

Renaissance Period – This time period lasted from 1450 – 1600.  It is considered a time of 
great creativity, exploration and adventure.  During this time period instrumental music 
began to increase in use and the invention of the printing press allowed music to be copied 
and distributed widely.  The leading composers of this time period were Dufay and 
Palestrina. 

Ritardando – (retard., rit.) Gradually becoming slower 

Rock – style of music influenced by jazz, rhythm & blues, folk, and country-western 

Rodgers, Richard & Oscar Hammerstein II – wrote and produced musicals for the 
American stage and film 



Romantic Period – This time period lasted from 1820  to 1900.  The main elements of this 
time period were freedom of expression and a fascination with fantasy and nature.  Music 
stressed emotion, imagination, and individualism.  Great composers from this time period 
were Listz, Wagner, Schumann, and Brahms. 

Rubato – Taking the notes from their strict written value, freely 

Score – the music 

Sforzando – (sfz) With sudden heavy emphasis 

Sharp – raises a note ½ step 

SATB –  Four part male and female choir music using soprano, alto, tenor, and bass voicing 

SSA – Three part female chorus music, designating that the voicing is for 2 part soprano, and 
alto voicing 

Solo – One person singing/playing 

Sostenuto – (sost.) Sustained, prolonged, holding the notes for their full value (or more) 

Spirituals – syncopation, very rhythmic, came from slaves, beginning development of jazz 

Staccato – separated 

Subito – Sudden, immediate change, not gradual 

Swing – (1940s) style of music featuring accented chords on the off-beat, start of the big 
band sound 

Syncopation – rhythmic figure in which weak parts of the beat are accented 

Tacet – Silence  

Tempo – speed at which you perform music 

Tenuto – (ten.) Held to full value or more, usually used for a small number of notes, rather 
than an entire passage 

Texas (Country) Blues – relaxed sound, lyrical guitar playing, guitarist plays both rhythm 
and lead guitar parts at same time 

Timbre – tone color of voices or instruments, unique sound of an instrument/voice 

Tutti – All performing, usually designated after a solo section 

Twelve Bar Blues – 12 measure chord progression used initially in blues music, then later in 
jazz and early rock n roll ( I  I  I  I  IV  IV  I  I  V  IV  I  I  ) 



Twentieth Century Period – The period of music from 1900 – present also known as 
contemporary music.  During this time period composers sought to move away from 
traditional styles from the past and create their own musical identity.  Music was affected by 
technological advances, political and economic changes, and emotion-filled nationalistic 
pride.   Some musical styles that were created during this time period were jazz, rock, rap, 
country, folk, blues, and electric fusion. 

Valves – on brass instruments, pressed to change the tube that the air flows through thus 
altering the pitch 

Vaudeville – form of American entertainment in which a certain ethnic group was ridiculed 

Vivace – With vivacity, lively, quickly 

Voicings, Choral – The voices include the following;  

Soprano – the highest female voice 

Mezzo–soprano – middle–soprano, somewhere between soprano and alto 

Alto (Contralto) – the lowest female voice 

Tenor –the highest male voice 

Baritone – the male voice somewhere between tenor and bass and often categorized as 
"tenor/bari" or "bass/bari" parts for the higher and lower ranges 

Bass – the lowest male voice 

 

 


